CELEBRATING WORLD TOURISM DAY 2018
LIKE NO ONE ELSE
We Are Giving Away Massive Presents!
Travelling is one of the most important activities to blow off some steam and get away from the
monotonous routine of daily life. This is the reason that a plethora of tour organizing companies have
come to business. The World Tourism Day, which comes on 27th September 2018, is the perfect
opportunity for tour operators, DMCs/DMOs, hospitality providers and other related business to do heavy
promotion of their offers. Tourism Review is the right channel for an effective yet cost efficient online
promotion.
With thousands of daily visitors to the website, Tourism Review is the perfect platform for promoting
tourism services/destinations. Especially with the World Tourism Day just around the corner. It is the
best time to take benefit of multilingual marketing to promote offers internationally, included remoted
travel markets, all in the local languages of potential customers. And besides the benefit of marketing
with the best multilingual tourism industry media with thousands of daily visitors, tour companies can
leverage their unprecedented discounts due to the World Tourism Day. The benefits of using the
promotional services of Tourism Review are:
Opportunity to reach potential customers on a global scale with the benefit of promotion in 10 languages
simultaneously; The advantage of publicizing services and destinations through effective content
marketing that will make your business stand out among the competition; The benefit of developing
one’s services in the current market and penetrating new foreign markets to increase client base for a
lifetime.
The benefits of using the promotional services by Tourism Review don’t end here. The platform also
provides unbelievable discounts to companies planning to promote their offers and reach potential
customers worldwide. The discounts are as follow:
Display Ad: The highest discount available. Depending on the banner(s) and placement period,
companies can get a huge discount ranging from 35% to a whopping 60%. Advertorial/Editorial
Content Post: The benefit of conveying detailed information to customers and depending on the
content, easily get 15% to 40% off. Listing: Companies can introduce services by being listed in the
global tourism directory and get a significant discount of 40%.
All the above offers are valid until September 29th which makes it a limited time offer. So, hurry up and
get this incredibly affordable offer and take your tourism business to the skies with next level marketing
solution customized for your business needs.

Contact Us and Grab Your Discounts Right Away!
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